In the context of type IIB orientifold compactification with the presence of (non-)geometric fluxes, we conjecture a modular completed version of the generalized fluxorbits of various NS-NS and RR fluxes. Subsequently, considering two explicit examples with frozen complex structure moduli, we illustrate the utility of these new flux orbits in a very compact rearrangement of the four dimensional effective scalar potential.
Introduction
The interesting connections between gauged supergravities and string compactifications have attracted a lot of attention in recent years [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] . In the framework of type II orientifolds, a successive application of T-duality on the three form H-flux results in a chain of geometric and non-geometric fluxes as
Such fluxes are interpreted as possible gaugings in the gauges supergravity picture [1, 8, 9, 10] . Turning on these fluxes on compactification background, the 4D-effective potential generically depends on all of such fluxes as a set of parameters, and have been useful for studying moduli stabilization and string vacua [1, 8, 9, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29] . It is surprisingly remarkable that the non-geometric 4D effective potentials could be studied via merely knowing the forms of Kähler and super-potentials [21, 30, 31, 32, 33, 26, 27, 34] , and without having a full understanding of their ten-dimensional origin. Some significant steps have been taken towards exploring the form of non-geometric 10D action via Double Field Theory (DFT) [12, 15, 16] as well as supergravity [30, 31, 32] . In this regard, a ten-dimensional origin of the four dimensional scalar potential with geometric flux (ω) in type IIA toroidal orietifold has been invoked in [30] . This has been subsequently generalized with the inclusion of non-geometric (Q, R)-fluxes for type IIA-and non-geometric (Q)-flux for IIB-theory in [31] and the resulting oxidized 10D action was found to be compatible with DFT action.
The interest towards studying non-geometric flux has been extended while ensuring the modular invariance of the underlying type IIB supergravity, and the need of additional nongeometric flux has been argued [35, 36, 37] . This has led to compactification manifold to be a U-fold in which the local patched are glued via performing T -and S-dualities [11, 35, 36, 38, 39, 40] . Also, the flux-orbits of [31] have been further generalized with non-geometric P -flux dual to Q-flux [32] . Moreover, it has been observed [31, 32] that various NS-NS/RR (non-)geometric fluxes, appear with generalized flux combinations.
In the conventional approach of studying 4D type II effective theories in a non-geometric flux compactification framwork, most of the studies have been centered around T 6 /(Z 2 × Z 2 ) orientifold. Though very useful for learning many aspects, setups based on this orientifold are too simple to reflect all the features; for example the absence of odd axions (at least with the known involutions). Given that axionic inflationary models have attracted a lot of attention in recent times, and generic string compactifications naturally result in many axions arising from NS-NS and RR form-fields in ten dimensions, it is desired to extend the previous studies on non-geometric flux compactification (and its moduli stabilization applicabilities into less simple toroidal or CY orientifold setups) to include all possible axions to play with. Such an initiative has been taken in [34] by considering a T 6 /Z 4 toroidal orientifold 3 which has been further utilized for studying the dimensional oxidation of four dimensional non-geometric effective potential in [33] . In this article, we provide a modular completed version of a new set of generalized flux-orbits which include all the (non-)geometric fluxes along with the odd B 2 /C 2 -axions. We will exemplify the utility of those new generalized orbits in a couple of concrete examples.
The article is organized as follows: In section 2, we recollect the relevant preliminaries of a type IIB non-geometric flux compactification setup. In section 3, we will present an intuitive search for the new generalized flux combinations via closely looking at the superpotential and D-term contributions. Subsequently, in section 4, we will exemplify the utility of these modular completed new flux orbits in rewriting the four dimensional effective scalar potential in a very compact manner. Finally, in section 5 we summarize the results with outlook.
2 Non-geometric flux compactification and type IIB orientifolds
Fixing the conventions
We consider Type IIB superstring theory compactified on an orientifold of a Calabi-Yau threefold X. The admissible orientifold projections can be classified by their action on the Kähler form J and the holomorphic three-form Ω 3 of the Calabi-Yau, given as under [48] :
where Ω p is the world-sheet parity, F L is the left-moving space-time fermion number, and σ is a holomorphic, isometric involution. The first choice leads to orientifold with O5/O9-planes whereas the second choice to O3/O7-planes.
The massless states in the four dimensional effective theory are in one-to-one correspondence with harmonic forms which are either even or odd under the action of σ, and these do generate the equivariant cohomology groups H p,q ± (X). Let us fix our conventions as those of [34] , and denote the bases of even/odd two-forms as (µ α , ν a ) while four-forms as (μ α ,ν a ) where α ∈ h 1,1
− (X). Also, we denote the zero-and six-even forms as 1 and Φ 6 respectively. The definitions of integration over the intersection of various cohomology bases are,
Note that if four-form basis is chosen to be dual of the two-form basis, one will of course havê d However for the present work, we follow the conventions of [34] , and take a bit more generic case. Considering the bases for the even/odd cohomologies H 3 ± (X) of three-forms as symplectic pairs (a K , b K ) and (A k , B k ) respectively, we fix the normalization as under,
Here, for the orientifold choice with O3/O7-planes, K ∈ {1, ..., h 2,1 + } and k ∈ {0, ..., h
2,1
− } while for O5/O9-planes, one has K ∈ {0, ..., h 2,1 + } and k ∈ {1, ..., h 2,1 − }. Now, the various field ingredients can be expanded in appropriate bases of the equivariant cohomologies. For example, the Kähler form J, the two-forms B 2 , C 2 and the R-R four-form C 4 can be expanded as [48] 
where t α is string-frame two-cycle volume moduli, while b a , c a and ρ α are various axions. Further, (V K , U K ) forms a dual pair of space-time one-forms and D α 2 is a space-time twoform dual to the scalar field ρ α . Further, since σ * reflects the holomorphic three-form Ω 3 , we have h 2,1 − (X) complex structure moduli zã appearing as complex scalars. Now, we consider a complex multi-form of even degree Φ even c defined as [49] ,
which suggests the following forms for the Einstein-frame chiral variables appearing in N = 1 4D-effective theory,
where
δ αk δab . From now onwards we will use e −φ = s.
Four dimensional effective theory
The dynamics of low energy effective supergravity action is encoded in three building blocks; namely a Kähler potential K, a holomorphic superpotential W and a holomorphic gauge kinetic functionĜ written in terms of the appropriate chiral variables defined in eqn. (7) . The four-dimensional scalar potential receives contributions from F-terms as well as D-terms and can be denoted as,
F-term contributions
The F-term contributions to the N = 1 scalar potential are computed from the Kähler and super-potential via
Using appropriate chiral variables, a generic form of Kähler potential (at tree level) can be given as,
where V E is the Einstein frame volume of the CY.
To understand the splitting of various geometric as well as non-geometric fluxes into the suitable orientifold even/odd bases, it is important to note that in a given setup, all fluxcomponents will not be generically allowed under the full orietifold action O = Ω p (−) F L σ. For example, only geometric flux ω and non-geometric flux R remain invariant under (Ω p (−) F L ), while the standard fluxes (F, H) and non-geometric flux (Q) are anti-invariant [29, 34] . Therefore, under the full orientifold action, we can only have the following flux-components
For writing a general flux-superpotential, one needs to define a twisted differential operator, D involving the actions from all the NS-NS (non-)geometric fluxes as [34] ,
The action of operator ⊳, ⊲ and • on a p-form changes it into a (p + 1), (p − 1) and (p − 3)-form respectively. Considering various flux-actions on the different even/odd bases to result in even/odd three-forms, we have [34] ,
The first three lines involve flux components counted via 'odd-index' k ∈ h 2,1 − (X) while the later three have 'even-index' K ∈ h 2,1 + (X). Using definitions in (12), we have the following additional useful non-trivial actions of fluxes on various 3-form even/odd basis elements [34] ,
With these ingredients in hand, a generic form of flux superpotential is as under,
Note that, only ω a andQ α components are allowed by the choice of involution to contribute into the superpotential, and in order to turn-on the non-geometric R-fluxes, one has to induce D-terms via implementing a non-trivial even sector of H 2,1 (X)-cohomology as we will explain now.
D-term contributions
Apart from the usual brane/orientifold local source contributions needed to cancel tadpoles, in the presence of non-trivial even sector of H 2,1 (X)-cohomology, generically there are additional D-terms possible to contribute (say V D (1) ) to the four dimensional scalar potential given as [34] ,
where (Re F)
represent the electric/magnetic gauge-kinetic couplings. For D-term components (D K , D K ), one can follow the strategy of [34] via considering the gauge transformations of RR potentials
Now although it is not possible to explicitly write down the overall internal volume V E in terms of chiral variables (T α , G a , τ ) for a generic CY orientifold case, however one can still compute the Kähler derivatives as well as (inverse-)metric [48] . Using the expressions for the generic tree level Kähler potential (9), one finds,
Subsequently, we have
Further, taking into account the contributions (say V
D ) coming from local sources such as branes and orientifolds to cancel the RR tadpoles, the total four dimensional scalar potential can be given as,
Modular completion
The four dimensional scalar potential generically have an S-duality invariance following from the underlying ten-dimensional type IIB supergravity. The same corresponds to the following SL(2, Z) transformation,
Under this SL(2, Z) transformation, noting that complex structure moduli and the Einstein frame Calabi Yau volume (V E ) are invariant, the Kähler potential (at the tree level) given in eqn. (9) transform as:
and therefore the S-duality invariance of physical quantities (e.g. gravitino mass-square which involves a factor of e K |W | 2 -type) suggests that the holomorphic superpotential, W should have a modularity of weight −1, and so we have [50, 51, 52 ]
Now, in a given flux compactification scenario, the various fluxes have to readjust among themselves to respect this modularity condition (22) . For example, in the absence of geometric flux (ω) and the non-geometric flux (Q), the three-form combination (F 3 + τ H 3 ) appearing in the superpotential (14) can ensure the condition (22) to hold if the standard NS-NS and R-R fluxes, H 3 and F 3 adjust themselves as under,
Recall that we are following the conventions of [34] which involves a sign flip in B 2 (and hence in H 3 ) as compared to those of [49, 52] . Therefore, a minus sign with b and c appears in the above transformation of H 3 and F 3 fluxes. Nevertheless it does not matter as the SL(2, Z) condition ad − bc = 1 is unaffected.
Moreover, the SL(2, Z) self-dual action in (20) will result in further transformation on the rest of the massless bosonic spectrum. The chiral variables (other than axion-dilaton) transform as under [52] ,
where in order to verify the above transformations, one would need the following,
On the similar lines as to those of (F 3 , H 3 ) doublet, the inclusion of P-flux, which is S-dual to the standard non-geometric Q-flux, provides a modular completion under the SL(2, Z) transformation [10] :
The SL(2, Z) transformations a −b −c d involved in the flux adjustments have two generators g 1 and g 2 corresponding to two physically different cases,
• First transformation:
Subsequently, one finds that
This first transformation corresponds to the popularly known strong-weak duality while the second one given as under corresponds to a shift in the universal axion C 0 → C 0 + 1.
• Second transformation 4 :
4 We thank the referee for suggesting us to look at the effect of τ → τ + 1 transformation.
From the point of view of Kähler potential and the superpotential, the later case amounts to just some rescalings e K → |d| 2 e K and W → W/d as τ → τ + 1 simply implies c = 0. Now similar to Q-flux actions given in eqns. (12)- (13), the orientifold invariance allows the P-fluxes of only (P aK , P a K ,P αk ,P α k ) types with their actions being,
Subsequently, a modular completed form of superpotential (14) is given as below [29] ,
Note that, R-flux does not appear in the superpotential [34, 29] , and hence in the F -term scalar potential as well. In addition, we observe that for the superpotential in eqn. (32) , one
These observations ensure that the subsequent F -term contributions to the scalar potential are invariant under τ → − 1 τ as well as τ → τ + 1. From now onwards we will mainly focus on transformation τ → − 1 τ which involves the strong/weak S-duality, however at some point in the concluding section we will comment on the effects of τ → τ + 1 as well.
Invoking new generalized flux-orbits
We will now search for a new set of flux orbits which are generalized by the presence of oddaxions B 2 /C 2 , and the S-dual P -flux. This will generalize the results of [29, 32, 33] . For that purpose, we divide our intuitive search into two parts; first we will invoke the new flux-orbits with odd-index k ∈ h 2,1 − (X) and later with even-index K ∈ h 2,1 + (X).
Flux orbits with odd-index
As flux-components with odd-index k are involved in F-term contribution via the superpotential, let us rearrange the following three-form factor appearing in eqn. (32),
κ αβγ t β t γ in Einstein-frame, along with the following new flux-combinations which generalize the Type IIB orientifold results of [32] with the inclusion of odd axions (B 2 /C 2 ) and S-dual P -fluxes,
The flux components written in bold and small symbols are what we call new-generalized flux orbits as these follow the same strong/weak S-duality rules as to those of respective usual (non-)geometric fluxes along with the standard H 3 /F 3 fluxes. Further, the flux components written in bold and capital symbols are the ones relevant for a 'suitable' rearrangement of scalar potential as we will see in explicit examples later on. We call that rearrangement 'suitable' as the same might be useful for guessing the ten-dimensional origin of scalar potential via a dimensional oxidation process on the lines of [31, 32, 33] .
To appreciate the structure of new generlaized flux orbits given in eqns. (68)-(34b), it is worth to point out the following observations,
• In the absence of odd (B 2 /C 2 )-axions, our flux orbits reduce to the ones proposed in [32] while performing dimensional oxidation with the inclusion of P-flux.
• Similar to type IIA orientifold case [31] , the H 3 flux receives corrections of type (ω ⊳ B 2 ) and Q⊲ (B 2 ∧B 2 ). Moreover, the RR flux F 3 is also receiving corrections of type (ω ⊳ C 2 ) and P ⊲ (C 2 ∧ C 2 ) making the overall structure symmetric under strong/weak duality ! However, no correction of
)-type appears in the new h/f-flux orbits ask abc = 0, by orientifold construction itself.
• As expected, these new orbits generalize the results of [33] obtained without including P-flux. Subsequently, we find that the pairs (h k , f k ) and (h k , f k ) are S-dual pairs, and the same is more obvious when one takes into account the fact that ρ α → ρ α +κ αab c a b b under strong/weak S-duality. Also, if one wants to see a more symmetric version of eqn. (34b), one has to consider a S-duality invariant version of RR-four form, defined viã
Subsequently, we have the following rearrangement of orbits which make the S-dual symmetry quite obvious,
and
Moreover, from type IIA-orientifold results of [31] and type IIB-orientifold results of [33] , one observes that the geometric flux orbit can be corrected via (Q ⊲ B 2 ) and R • (B 2 ∧ B 2 )-type of terms, and so we conjecture the following S-dual completion:
There are no k-index R-flux components allowed by the full orientifold action, and so we do not have any presence of R-flux in the flux orbits ℧ ak and ℧ a k . This orbit (37), along with the previous S-dual pieces for NS-NS and RR flux orbits given in eqns. (68-34b) and (35) (36) , completes our search for invoking the generalized components of various flux-orbits involving the odd-H (2,1) (X) cohomology indices, i.e. k ∈ h 2,1 − (X).
Flux orbits with even-index
Now we switch towards seeking for the strong/weak S-duality invariant version of the piece V
D . It has been observed in [33] that looking at the rearrangement of such D-terms appearing in a setup with h 2,1 + (X) = 0 has helped in guessing the corrections to the geometric flux orbits with the inclusion of odd-axions very similar to the case of type IIA-orientifolds [31] . Let us recall that in the absence of P-fluxes, and using generic expressions for Kähler derivatives, the D-terms (18) can be rewritten as under [33] ,
where℧
Now, we will provide a modular completion of all those geometric and non-geometric flux orbits counted via h 2,1 + (X) indices, and with the inclusion of P-flux. Given that two-cycle volume moduli t α as well as internal volume V E are expressed in Einstein-frame and therefore are S-duality invariant, and so the second pieces in each of the D-terms given by eqn. (38) along with (39) suggest the following modular completion of geometric flux orbits,
while the modular completion of first piece with R-flux in eqn. (38) is tricky. One observes that R-flux piece qualitatively appears as |R| 2 /s 2 in respective D-term scalar potential. Now given that R-flux is S-duality invariant, in order to have an overall modular invariance, one needs to add a piece of kind (|τ | 4 × |R| 2 )/s 2 . This dilaton dependence of kind s −2 in the prefactor of (Einstein frame 5 ) R 2 -term is unlike the other flux-squared pieces for which it is always of the type s a with a ∈ {−1, 0, 1} only. More specifically, for F F , F Q, QQ and R℧ pieces, we have a = −1 while for HH, HP and PP pieces, we have a = 1. All other flux-squared terms (e.g. HQ, F P, ℧℧, PQ-types) do not have dilaton dependence in Einstein frame. Therefore, one possibility for the invariance of D-term scalar potential under strong/weak S-duality can be anticipated as under,
Recalling type IIA orientifold results of [31] and type IIB orientifolds results of [33] , we have seen that the geometric flux orbits are corrected via (Q ⊲ B 2 ) and R • (B 2 ∧ B 2 )-type of terms. Moreover, corrections of types (R • B 2 ) are indeed expected in the even-index Q-flux components though the same was not possible for odd indexed ones because of orientifold projection. Therefore, one expects that Q-flux and P-flux orbits are generalized in the following manner to respect the strong/weak S-duality symmetry,
Therefore, similar to eqn. (68), the structure to appear in the rearrangement of the potential can be anticipated as,
Before we come to explicit examples, let us emphasize that our new generalized flux orbits respect the same strong/weak-duality as to those of the older generalized fluxes in the following manner,
while all the components of new geometric flux, namely (ω ak , ω a k ,ω αK ,ω α K ) as well as the new non-geometric flux r K , r K are internally self-dual similar to the usual geometric and non-geometric fluxes.
We will use these pieces of information about the new generalized flux orbits for collecting a compact rearrangement of the total F -term contributions. Further, it is manifested that the F-term coming from the superpotential (32) is S-duality invariant by construction itself, which we also verify in our explicit computations of two concrete models.
Scalar potential rearrangements in two concrete examples
To illustrate the utility of our new flux-orbits, in this section, we consider two concrete type IIB orientifold examples with frozen complex structure moduli. Explicit construction of toroidal setups with frozen complex structure moduli can be found in [42] . Our current aim is to rewrite the four dimensional scalar potential by using our new generalized flux orbits.
Model A
In this example, we consider the compactifying CY to have h 2,1 (X) = 1 + + 0 − , and h 1,1 (X) = 1 + + 1 − . The same implies that this setup has one complex Kähler modulus (T ), one odd axion (G) and no complex structure moduli. Therefore, the bosonic part of resulting 4D effective theory can be described by axion-dilaton τ , one T and one G modulus. Now the Kähler potential can be given as,
where appropriate normalization i X Ω 3 ∧Ω 3 = 1 has been made via considering
. Further, we have the only non-zero flux components with indices k = 0 and K = 1 which are given as,
Here indices α and a counting T α and G a moduli are dropped. The simplified form of superpotential becomes,
The new flux orbit are given as,
Similarly all the other components with upper index being 'k = 0' can also be written. The resulting F-term scalar potential has 192 terms in total, and using our new flux-orbits, on the lines of [31, 32, 33] we can have the following 'suitable' rearrangement,
The counting of terms in these pieces goes as:
, and everything sums to a total of 192 terms to have a perfect match with F-term contribution. Note that, similar to the case of type IIB superstring theory compactified on a T 6 /Z 4 -orientifold [33] , in order to see the piecewise counting of terms, one has to consider the combination (V ℧℧ + V HQ + V F P ) which involves internal cancellations. By saying this we mean that though individual pieces among V ℧℧ , V HQ and V F P have some terms which are not present in F -term contributions, however once we consider the sum V ℧℧ + V HQ + V F P , all terms are indeed part of F -term scalar potential.
In addition, as seen from the structure of D-terms (41), the contributions to 4D effective potential are of (R 2 ,℧R,℧ 2 )-types very analogous to type IIA case [31] .
and similarly the flux components with upper index can be written. It is quite interesting to see the R-flux squared term appearing via D-term contributions in a similar fashion. Recall that the same has been not allowed via F-term because orientifold projection does not allow R-flux to appear in the superpotential. Thus, these rearrangement of F/D-terms using our new flux-orbits may suggest some important features for understanding 10D non-geometric S-duality invariant action. Let us make the following two points about the use of this 'suitable' rearrangement of the scalar potential,
• The flux-squared pieces with both indices of same-types lower/upper as seen in eqns. (49) and (50), e.g. (X 0 Y 0 +X 0 Y 0 ) can be understood to be originated from (X ∧ * Y)-type in the ten dimensional perspective.
• The scalar potential pieces with one index up and other down, e.g.
So, up to fixing the coefficients correctly, the form of ten-dimensional pieces which could give rise to the total scalar potential after dimensional reduction can be intuitively guessed 6 .
Model B
In this case, we consider a type IIB compactification setup on the orientifold of T 6 /Z 4 orbifold and analyze the scalar potential for the untwisted sector moduli/axions. This setup has h 2,1 (X) = 1 + + 0 − , and h 1,1 (X) = 3 + + 2 − , i.e. there are three complexified Kähler moduli (T α ), two complexified odd axions (G a ) and no complex structure moduli. While we leave all the orientifold construction related details to be directly referred from [33, 34] , here we will simply provide the explicit expressions of Kähler-and super-potentials for analyzing F-term scalar potential. The Kähler potential is given as under,
where the Einstein frame volume is given as,
Also, similar to the previous example, given that h
− (X) = 0, complex structure moduli dependent piece of the Kähler potential is just a constant piece which can be nullified via choosing an appropriate normalization i X Ω 3 ∧Ω 3 = 1. Further, the generic form of the tree level flux-superpotential with all allowed fluxes being included is given as,
where a = {1, 2} and α = {1, 2, 3}. Now, one can compute the full F-term scalar potential from these explicit expressions of K and W . Let us mention that the explicit expressions for the new flux orbits are given as, and similarly all the other components with upper index being 'k = 0' can be written. Now, our aim is to show that using these new flux orbits, the huge F -term scalar potential, which results in a total of 960 terms, can be very compactly rearranged. To appreciate the structure as well as clarifying the step-by-step strategy to be followed, let us elaborate on the following three steps:
Step 1 One can easily find the following explicit terms sitting within the F-term pieces, and the same can also be cross-checked via a simple counting of terms mentioned with each piece as under,
Thus, above five pieces capture 768 terms out of a total of 960 terms of F-term scalar potential, and subsequently only 192 terms are left. To appreciate the collections written out using our new generalized flux orbits, we have expressed the details of one simple piece (V HH ) in terms of original generalized fluxes in eqn. (69) of the appendix A.
Step 2
Unlike the case of T 6 /(Z 2 × Z 2 )-orientifold [31] , due to a non-trivial mixing in our Model B with T 6 /Z 4 setup, rest of the terms are not as nicely separated as those in step 1. Nevertheless one finds that a sum of the following three terms are precisely captured as 100 additional terms of F -term scalar potential.
Note that, similar to Model A, the three pieces V ℧℧ , V HQ and V FP individually have terms which are not present in F-term scalar potential, however after summing them up, some internal cancellation occurs to result in a total of 100 terms which are indeed among the additional ones in 192 terms.
Step 3
After step 2, now one is left with rewriting just 92 terms of F-term scalar potential involving Q/P-fluxes, and the same can be done as under,
#(VQQ) = 54
(59)
So, we are done with rearranging the remaining 92 terms as well. Here we note that, the number of 960 terms in F -term scalar potential reduces to 382 terms for the case of switching off P -flux [53] . In the symplectic analysis of [53] , one can explicitly see how the volume moduli dependent factors of VQQ (and so as for VPP) can be read off from the following coefficient matrix depending on the Kähler moduli-space metric,
, and various non-zero intersection numbers for this orientifold setup are [34] :
D-term contributions
The even-indexed flux orbits are,
) and similarly flux components with upper index K = 1 can be written. The D-term contributions to scalar potential results in a total of 210 terms which can be rearranged as,
#(V℧℧) = 132,
Thus, we have rewritten the four dimensional scalar potential using our new generalized flux orbits exemplifying the utility of the same.
Conclusions and discussions
In this article, we have proposed some interesting combinations of generalized fluxes which help in rewriting the four dimensional effective scalar potential in a very compact manner. These peculiar flux combinations, which we call as new generalized flux orbits, respect the same strong/weak S-duality transformations as their respective old generalized flux orbits do. To be more specific, we have conjectured a generalized and S-duality invariant version of all the usual and (non-)geometric flux components, namely (F, H, ω, Q, P, R) which are now denoted as (f, h, ω, q, p, r) respectively. These can be summarized in two classes; the ones which are counted by odd-index k ∈ h 2,1 − (X) are collected as
while those counted by even-index K ∈ h 2,1 + (X) are given as under,
These flux orbits consistently reproduce the results of [54, 55, 32, 31, 33] . Moreover, from these representations of new generalized flux combinations as summarized in eqns. (64)- (65), using eqn. (28) it is obvious that the orbits transform under S-duality: τ → − However, under τ → τ + 1, the situation for D-term contributions does not appear to be as clean as it was for F -terms, and we find that new geometric flux orbits (ω α K ,ω αK ) remain invariant only in the absence of non-geometric R-flux. Moreover, the orbits of R-flux (r K , r K ) are also not invariant under τ → τ + 1. Nevertheless, we find that at least in the absence of R-flux (which still results in non-trivial D-terms with other fluxes), these problems disappear, and similar transformations to those of odd-indexed flux orbits (as in eqn. (67) On these lines, this analysis may be considered as a hint towards ruling out the possibility of turning on R-flux in a completely modular invariant framework of type IIB superstring theory. However, it will be interesting to check by some more justified approach (e.g. via carefully analyzing various Jacobi identities) if R-fluxes could indeed not be allowed within a type IIB compactification framework with involutions leading to O3/O7-planes. Nevertheless, we note again that the transformations under strong/weak duality, τ → − In the second half of this article, by giving two explicit examples with frozen complex structure moduli, we have illustrated how the proposed new generalized flux orbits help in rewriting the full four dimensional effective scalar potential in a very compact manner which could be useful for exploring the 10D non-geometric action on the lines of [31, 32] . Moreover, the compact representation of scalar potential may ease the moduli stabilization procedure and could subsequently help in studying the subsequent phenomenological applications. It is worth to mention that after this proposal for new generalized flux orbits was made, the same have already been tested to be useful for understanding the full scalar potential from tendimensional perspective in the absence of S-dual P-flux [33, 53] . Moreover, these flux orbits are also closely related to the flux combinations utilized while studying flux formulation of Double Field Theory (DFT) reduction on Calabi Yau orientifolds [56] . Now, it would be interesting to check our new orbit expressions of various fluxes via extending the symplectic formulation of [53] as well as DFT reduction of [56] to include the S-dual P-fluxes, and we hope to get back to this aspect in future.
